I. INTRODUCTION
Micromanipulation (for example, microassembly) requires microrobots with high positioning accuracy to perform tasks at a high speed [1] , [2] . To do this, we need to have reliable knowledge about the relative positions between the endeffector of micromanipulator and targets. Micromanipulators embedded with closed-loop controllers have high repeatability, but are unable to identify the aforementioned relationship by themselves. To remedy this problem, we can use either closed-loop sensory feedback control or calibration (in a broad point of view is open-loop control) [3] . The former could be accomplished via a microscope or/and a force sensor integrated at the microscale. However, there are some drawbacks. First, the exteroceptive sensors are generally bulky and often offer only one or two directions of measurement. Multi-direction of measurement requires to combine several sensors, which is a tough task because of the limited workspace [4] . Moreover, the time and computation cost paid is considerable. For example by visual servo control, image acquisition, feature extraction and other image processing (e.g., subpixel enhancement) introduce non-negligible time delays resulting in low assembly throughput. Last but not least, complex settings are required to make it work. On the other hand, calibration is a process of locating the endeffector of the manipulator in a global coordinate frame with acceptable or improved absolute accuracy by identifying and control after calibration is a rational alternative to improve efficiency and accuracy for micromanipulation [5] .
Temperature is a major cause affecting positioning accuracy. In the condition of indoor temperature, drift of the nanopositioning stage can reach a few microns, which is not acceptable in many applications [6] . For example, the thermal drift of a 5 cm long aluminium bar can reach 1.2 µm while temperature changes 1
• C. However, microrobots should guarantee accuracy within submicron range when operating in uncontrolled environment where complex and nonlinear disturbances occur from everything (robot, measuring instruments, nearby devices, ...). One solution to wipe off temperature influence is using thermal-isolation or -stabilization equipments to keep temperature stable within the workspace. However, appropriate devices are not easy to get in the context of micro and nanoscale. Even in clean room (an environment more steady than normal labs), temperature variation is sufficiently large (±1 to ±2
• C) to affect the reference position and induce inaccuracy in micrometer range. Hence, our objective is to achieve submicron accuracy in a temperature changing environment.
There has been a lot of works on real-time thermal compensation. [7] applied and compared multiple regression analysis and artificial neural network for calibration of machine tools. An approach based on Gaussian integration technique was proposed for modeling thermally induced errors and selecting optimum temperature locations [8] . [9] used principal component analysis to find the temperature vector containing most information of the thermal-induced errors, and established thermal error models using orthogonal regression methods. In [10] , thermal modal analysis was utilized for the temperature sensor placement determination and robust thermal error modeling for CNC machine tools. Zhao et al. [11] simulated the thermal deformation of a CNC spindle and calculated the thermal error using finite element method. Fraser et al. [12] developed expressions for the generalized transfer functions of the thermal, and thermal deformation response of the machine tool structure. Basically, these works considered large-sized and macropositioning robots or machine tools. However, due to the scale effects, thermal effects and induced-behavior at the microscale are different from those at the macroscale [1] , [4] , [13] , [14] . A ultra-high-precision linear axis was calibrated while thermal effects acting on it in [15] , [16] . Also about linear axis, we investigate the implementation of the model, performance after calibration and provide more discussions about modeling and experimental result. Some pioneers worked on calibration of micromanipulators in microassembly systems by deriving a mapping [3] , [6] through interpolating a set of taught locations by least squares fit, but did not consider thermal errors.
To push forward the research in this domain, we investigate the calibration of a nanopositioning cell including a PZT stage (mobile stage) and a XYZ manual stage (static stage) taking into account thermal drift. What are new in this paper are the discussions of modeling foundation, physical meaning, temperature selection in Section II, and the validation of the positioning performances after calibration in Section III.
II. MODELING AND IDENTIFICATION
There are two main set of methods for thermal-drift modeling [17] , which are principle-based methods and empiricalbased methods. The heat transfer model of the compact and small-sized system is very complex which is difficult to be built analytically if is not impossible. So we used the latter due to the fact that empirical-based method is more suitable for modeling the relation between temperature variation and part deformation. Here we investigate a static model based on the quasi-static assumption that thermal errors vary slowly with time and are only related to the mechanical structure. The geometric errors of the mobile stage are required to model independently to thermal drift modeling.
A. Geometric modeling
For the sake of convenience, we investigate inverse kinematic modeling directly instead of first forward kinematics and then inverse kinematics. The following model is chosen:
where x is the measured position by external sensor; q g is the control input which is usually the motors coordinates of the robot; a 1 , . . . , a n1 are geometric coefficients; n1 is the order geometric model. Depending on different nanopositioning stages, the best order can be decided by comparing the fitting errors. The order with smallest fitting error is selected.
B. Thermal-Drift Modeling 1) Thermal-drift measurement:
Except for geometric errors, the system is also highly susceptible to thermal disturbances. For instance, we use PID control to keep a PZT stage at its zero position with internal capacitance sensor. An interferometer is used as external sensor measuring the real position of the stage. As seen in Fig. 1 , there is drift up to 0.4 µm when temperature decreases 0.35
• C. Meanwhile, internal sensor indicates the controller achieves to control the stage at zero position (with 100 nm measuring noises). From Fig. 1(d) , we can see input voltage (also the output of the PID controller) of the stage changes during this time, which means the internal sensor detect a part of drift and the controller compensate it. However, internal sensor misses the part detected by interferometer because of the location of internal sensor. Therefore calibration is required to compensate the remaining drift. To choose a suitable calibration model, we first perform an experiment to characterize the relation between temperature and thermal drift. In this experiment, the interferometer is used to measure the position of the switch-off PZT stage. The interferometer is defined as global frame in two days of measurement. Even though without inputting moving commands, the interferometer detects the drift of the stage. From Fig. 2 , it can be seen that there is drift increasing with the temperature decreasing in an opposite way. These figures show a roughly linear relation between temperature variation and position drift. It is worth noting that the drift measured including not only the drift of the stage, but also the drift of interferometer which we try to minimize. 
2) Modeling:
The drift is mainly due to the thermal elongation δ in different parts of the stage. Considering a ideal and simple case, the elongation δ can be computed based on the following equation:
where L 0 is the length at reference temperature T 0 , α is thermal-expansion coefficient, L is the length of component after elongation, and δ is the drift to be compensated. The whole thermal drift of the nanopositioning cell is composed of thermal-expansion of different parts. Therefore, the 1st order relationship between the temperature and the drift is the modeling foundation of this paper.
Moreover, considering the nonuniform temperature field and nonlinear combination of thermal expansions, we monitor temperatures at several points of the workspace and have the thermal-drift model:
where q t is thermal compensation input; t 1 , . . . , t n2 are measured temperatures; b 1 , . . . , b n2 are temperature coefficients; γ plays a role of bias; n2 is the order thermal-drift model. The model correlates temperature field to corresponding induced drift through thermal coefficients b 1 , . . . , b n2 . Using this model we can approximate the thermal drift with temperature information, and the fitting result is shown in Fig. 2 
(b).
To determine the suitable model order, a comparison of the 1st-order and 2nd-order is shown in Fig. 3 of which first part is the training phase, the second than third parts are compensation phases. The closer the compensation curves to the drift curves is better. We can see that the compensation of the 1st-order model is closer to the drift than the 2nd-order. It means that the 1st-order has better performance which will be used for calibration. 
3) Temperatures selection:
Because there are several temperatures in the model and not all of them are useful for approximating the thermal drift, temperatures should be selected to form a best model. The identification algorithm we use is stepwise algorithm which is able to choose suitable temperature to fit the model automatically. However, the temperature selection should be aided sometimes by our experience or observation. For example, in a experiment, a hot plate is used to heat the nanopositioning cell up. A thermocouple is placed on the hot plate to measure its temperature which is also included in the training data of the model. After training, the algorithm keeps the hot plate temperature for the final model. However, from Fig. 4 , we can see the compensation effect excluding hot-plate temperature is superior than that including hot-plate temperature. This is because that the temperature rising speed of the hotplate is much faster than that of the air which affects the cell by convection. 
C. Complete Model and Identification
Combining geometric model and thermal drift model yields the complete model:
This model is chosen because it has efficient performance, simple and straightforward physical meaning which help to know better the behavior, and to exploit a more powerful model in the future.
Obtaining high fitting precision (submicrons) requires a set of measuring data for training:
where m is the number of the measurements.
The equation could be written as matrix form 
In the case study of this paper, the fitting error of the 3rd order geometric model is smallest and four thermocouples are used. To perform training and parameters identification, the stepwise regression (M atlab , StatisticsT oolbox T M ) is used because it is able to automatically search the coefficients space and keeps the most influential ones by calculating the p-value of F-statistic. The algorithm could be implemented conveniently by a Matlab function stepwisef it.
III. A CASE STUDY

A. Experimental Setup
As shown in Fig. 5 , the system of the case study consists of a 1-DOF PZT stage P-625.1CD (Physik Instrumente) with the resolution of 1.4 nm, a XYZ manual stage, a laser interferometer (SP-S 120 SIOS Meßtechnik GmbH) with the resolution of 0.3 nm, and four K type thermocouples. The PZT stage with internal sensor in closed-loop mode (with PID control) has positioning accuracy of 300 nm tested in a temperature stabilized environment (with ±0.05 • C stability). The interferometer defines the global frame during training and validation by setting the initial reading at the beginning of training phase as zero. According to [18] , the three main measuring uncertainties of the interferometer system come from the wavelength compensation, deadpath correction and material thermal compensation. Herein, wavelength compensation and deadpath correction are realized by built-in temperature/pressure-correction module (incorporates a temperature sensor Pt100 and barometric-pressure sensor as seen in Fig. 5 ). According to the calculation method in GUM (Guide to the Expression of Uncertainty in Measurement) [18] , we calculate the measurement uncertainty of the interferometer less than 40 nm taking into account intrinsic and extrinsic factors. T1 is glued on the PZT stage. T2 measures the temperature of the bracket connecting PZT stage and XYZ manual stage. T3 and T4 monitor the air temperature around the workspace. Serval thermocouples are required because the modeling of thermal drift in this work must be precise but there are temperature gradients in the workspace and the temperatures at different locations are not exactly the same. In addition, the experimental setup is covered by a shield against air flow. The PZT stage is mobile stage and the XYZ manual stage is static stage. Both stages generate thermal drift, but only PZT stage could be controlled to compensate the combined drift of the cell.
B. Implementation of Calibration
The implementation of calibration is according to the flowchart in Fig. 6 . The workspace of the PZT stage is a line of 500 µm. The measurements of motor coordinates q are taken at 0 30 60 90 120 150 180 210 240 270 300 330 360 390 420 450 480 µm in forward motion phase. The control trajectory is shown in Fig. 7 which demonstrates that, in every cycle, the rising time of the input signal is 4 seconds and the input keeps constant 25 seconds before the next.
The average values in the last 5 seconds of every step are considered as the measurements x and used for training. Four thermocouples obtain a set of temperature data t. It takes about 4 hours for 24 cycles data acquisition. All the data are fed into Stepwise algorithm for training. The identified parameters C are embedded into the controller. Afterwards, adapting the calculation method of ISO-9283 [19] into 1-DOF, validations are conducted to test the performances after calibration. The test points x ′ for validation are taken at coordinates 0 80 160 240 320 400 480 µm. These points include the ones (0 240 480) also considered in training and the ones (80 160 320 400) never used for training. Validating the points both inside and outside the training set could help to evaluate performance of both robustness and generalization (or interpolation). Every test of validation takes 1.5 hours for 30 cycles. New motor coordinates q ′ are obtained by the model and fed to control the stage to positions x ′′ measuring by the interferometer.
C. Results and Discussions
If the input data is substituted into the model calculated with the coefficients, we have the differences between every fitting (calculated) component and the target as well as the positioning error shown in Fig. 8 . The discrepancy between the real (measured) position x and the target q yields the positioning error. The geometric model error is the difference between the fitting output q g of the geometric model (1) and the target q. The thermal-drift compensation is the fitting output q t in (2) . Final fitting error is the residual difference between the fitting output of the whole model q g + q t and the target q. From this figure, we can see that q g − q deviates from zero because geometric model does not take into account thermal drift. So q t deviates in opposite direction to compensate q g − q. Finally the fitting errors are drawn back to the area around zero. In validation phase, five tests are performed. The first is a preliminary test without using calibrated model to control the PZT stage; from the second to the fourth, the model uses well-trained model to control the stage. The compensation effects and corresponding ambient temperature (measuring by T4) at zero position (the target point of the PZT stage is zero) are shown in Fig. 9 and 10 . It is clear the compensation curves from the test 2 to test 4 approximate the drift curves very well, which means that they compensate most of the drift. Test 5 still compensates most of the drift even though the drift has become nearly 3 times of that in calibration. Accuracy results (absolute errors between mean measured values and targets) with and without compensation are shown in Fig. 11 and Table I the performances with and without compensation during the same period of time. There are 7 to 10 times enhancement of accuracy achieved in test 2, 3, and 4. And test 5 also improves by 2.4 times after calibration more than two hours. In Fig. 10 , it can be seen that the ambient temperature variation of test 5 increases nearly by 0.7 • C which is far away from the range of temperature in training phase. Hence, the proposed calibration method effectively enhances the positioning accuracy of the nanopositioning cell, and is reliable when temperature changes to values far from the interval used for calibration. To obtain the best performance and robustness, the range of training temperature should be wide enough and include increasing and decreasing phases.
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS
Thermal drift is a major cause of inaccuracy in micro and nanomanipulation (from Table I Fig. 11 . Experimental results of accuracy with and without compensation.
* from calculation but not measurement.
full scheme of calibration for a 1-DOF nanopositioning cell subjected to thermal disturbance. Based on measurements of interferometer and thermocouples, a set of experiments has been conducted to characterize, improve, and validate the performances of the system. Experimental results show that the submicron accuracy is realized. The accuracy is improved by nearly 7 to 10 times in the first four tests when temperature changes within or close to the range of training. These results are even better than the accuracy (300 nm) of PZT stage without calibration in steady temperature, and are close to the measurement uncertainty (40 nm) of the interferometer which means they are the best results we can achieve based on existing devices. When temperature exceeds the range much in test 5, accuracy is still improved by 2.4 times. In the future, efforts will be conducted towards multi-DOF microrobots calibration considering thermal drift. Moreover, a superior model would be refined and the robustness of the calibration will be investigated.
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